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SUMMARY
We present a new approach for second-order maximum entropy (max-ent) meshfree approximants that
produces positive and smooth basis functions of uniform aspect ratio even for nonuniform node sets and
prescribes robustly feasible constraints for the entropy maximization program defining the approximants.
We examine the performance of the proposed approximation scheme in the numerical solution by a direct
Galerkin method of a number of PDEs, including structural vibrations, elliptic second-order PDEs, and
fourth-order PDEs for Kirchhoff–Love thin shells and for a phase field model describing the mechanics of
biomembranes. The examples highlight the ability of the method to deal with nonuniform node distributions
and the high accuracy of the solutions. Surprisingly, the first-order meshfree max-ent approximants with
large supports are competitive when compared with the proposed second-order approach in all the tested
examples, even in the higher order PDEs.
KEY WORDS: meshfree methods; maximum entropy approximants; higher order PDE; structural vibrations;
phase field; thin shells
1. INTRODUCTION
Smooth nonnegative approximants are attracting much attention in recent times, notably with the
success of isogeometric analysis, because of their excellent behavior in a number of applications
including the numerical approximation of structural vibrations and dynamics, where spurious opti-
cal modes are suppressed or alleviated, phase field models, where monotonous profiles are obtained,
or flow problems (see [1] and the references therein). In general, for partial differential equations
(PDEs) with smooth solutions, much more accurate approximations as compared with standard
finite elements are obtained for a given computational cost. Convex meshfree maximum entropy
(max-ent) basis functions, that is, nonnegative approximants with up to linear consistency [2], also
exhibit these properties (max-ent approximants can be easily made C1) and can naturally deal with
nonuniform and unstructured refinement in any space dimension. This contrasts with the rigidity of
isogeometric analysis, despite recent advances in structured local refinement [3]. When compared
with other meshfree methods, the basis functions are smoother, and essential boundary conditions
are easier to impose. On the downside, the extension to high-order consistency of convex mesh-
free approximants is not straightforward, particularly for nonuniform node grids, and in general,
meshfree approximations cannot represent accurately by themselves complex domains with possi-
bly curved boundaries. We address here the first limitation and present elsewhere [4] a method to
overcome the second by coupling convex meshfree basis functions with CAD-based basis functions.
After a brief review of approximants selected by maximum entropy in Section 2, we present
in Section 3 a new approach for second-order max-ent meshfree approximants that maintains
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the positivity and smoothness of the basis functions (in contrast to [5] and usual moving least
squares (MLS) approximants), produces basis functions of uniform aspect ratio even for nonuni-
form node sets (in contrast to [6, 7]), and prescribes robustly feasible constraints for the entropy
maximization program defining the basis functions. We examine the performance of the proposed
approximation scheme in the numerical solution of a number of PDEs in Section 4. When analyzing
structural vibrations, the proposed second-order max-ent meshfree approximants outperform quin-
tic B-splines, and even the first-order local max-ent approximants [2] achieve comparable accuracy.
We analyze a Poisson problem with localized sources to investigate the ability of the second-order
method to exhibit optimal convergence rates for nonuniform adapted grids. We finally exercise the
model in high-order PDEs: the Kirchhoff–Love thin shell equations and a fourth-order phase field
model for the mechanics of biomembranes, which develops very sharp gradients. Very efficient
simulations of this model relying on the adaptive capabilities of the meshfree approximants are
presented. Final remarks are collected in Section 5.
2. REVIEW OF MAXIMUM ENTROPY APPROXIMANTS
Recently, Sukumar [8] and Arroyo and Ortiz [2] have proposed an information theoretical viewpoint
to define function approximation schemes for polygonal finite elements and meshfree methods,
respectively. Expressing the approximation of a function as a linear combination of nodal data asso-
ciated to a set of scattered points X D ¹xaºaD1,:::,N  Rd and basis functions, u.x/  uh.x/ DPN
aD1 pa.x/ ua, we view now the basis functions as unknowns and devise a theory to select them
rationally. As usual, we require these functions to satisfy the zeroth-order and first-order consistency
conditions, that is,
PN
aD1 pa.x/ D 1 and
PN
aD1 pa.x/ xa D x, so that affine functions are repro-
duced exactly. As a crucial extra requirement on the basis functions, we impose their nonnegativity
pa.x/ > 0. This constraint limits seriously the design of approximation schemes, as we show later,
but also endows them with the mathematical structure of convex geometry and with practical advan-
tages with respect to other methods that do not have this constraint, such as MLS. The nonnegativity
requirement also allows us to interpret, at each point x, the basis functions pa.x/ as a discrete prob-
ability distribution for a scheme with N events associated to the nodes. With this interpretation, the
function approximation at any point uh.x/ is the statistical expectation of the random variable ua.
With the statistical interpretation at hand, we view the definition of the basis functions as
a statistical inference problem and resort to information theory. The uncertainty or information
entropy of a discrete probability can be canonically defined by means of Shannon’s entropy [9, 10]
H.p1, p2, : : : , pN / D  PNaD1 pa ln pa. Jaynes [11] proposed the principle of maximum entropy
to infer the probabilities when partial information is known, for example, in the form of moments of
the distribution. This principle postulates the probability distribution best representing that the cur-
rent state of knowledge, devoid of biases or artifacts, is the maximizer of the information entropy
subject to the constraints given by the partial information. The principle of maximum entropy has
found many applications in a wide range of disciplines in science and engineering [12]. When defin-
ing meshfree approximation schemes, it proves convenient to introduce the spacial correlations into
the inference principle, so that at x, nodes nearby have a larger probability. This bias can be intro-
duced by either resorting to the concept of relative entropy [5, 13] with local prior basis functions
(generally Sheppard’s approximants) or simply biasing the entropy with a locality function as in
local max-ent (LME). These are the Pareto optima for the conflicting objectives of locality and
information theoretical optimality (entropy maximization) [2] and provide a precise control on the
support size of the basis functions. They are the solutions to the convex optimization program
.LME/ For fixed x minimize
NX
aD1
ˇapajx  xaj2 C
NX
aD1
pa ln pa
subject to pa > 0, a D 1, : : : , N
NX
aD1
pa D 1,
NX
aD1
pa.x  xa/ D 0,
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Figure 1. Local max-ent basis functions for a nonuniform nodal distribution computed with (left) constant
ˇa and (right) constant a. The relation between these two parameters is a D ˇah2a, where ha denotes the
typical nodal spacing close to the ath node.
where the nonnegative parameters ˇa weigh the relative importance given to each objective. Note
that the first-order consistency condition has been centered using the partition of unity constraint.
The program is feasible if and only if x is in the convex hull of the node set conv X . Duality methods
provide an almost explicit expression for the basis functions, where only an unconstrained, strictly
convex, smooth optimization problem of dimension d needs to be solved at each evaluation point
[2]. When locality overwhelmingly dominates entropy, the approximates were shown to converge
to the Delaunay affine basis functions. On the basis of the implicit function theorem, it was proven
that these shape functions, obtained through a pointwise optimization program, are in fact C1 in
the interior of conv X [2]. The continuity of the approximants has also been demonstrated via varia-
tional analysis [14]. Explicit formulae for the first and second derivatives of the basis functions have
been derived [2, 15, 16]. The aspect ratio of the basis functions is controlled by the nondimensional
nodal parameters a D ˇah2a, where ha is the typical nodal spacing around node a. Figure 1 illus-
trates how the selection of the parameter a influences the aspect ratio of the basis functions for a
nonuniform distribution of nodes in two dimensions.
In [2], max-ent approximants were linked to convex analysis. Indeed, the positivity of the basis
functions, together with the zeroth-order and first-order consistency conditions, enables us to
view them as the coefficients of a convex combination or as generalized barycentric coordinates.
These attributes, common in geometric modeling, are shared by other positive linearly consis-
tent approximants such as linear finite elements, natural neighbor approximants [17], subdivision
surface approximants [18], or B-spline and non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) basis func-
tions [19,20]. The common mathematical structure of convex geometry has important consequences,
which suggests gathering all these approximants under the class of convex approximation schemes.
For instance, convex approximants satisfy ab initio a weak Kronecker-delta property at the boundary
of the convex hull of the nodes [2], which greatly facilitates the imposition of essential boundary
conditions in sharp contrast with meshfree methods based on the MLS approximants. This prop-
erty implies that the approximation in a face of the convex hull of the nodes (understood as a
two-dimensional (2D) face, an edge, or a vertex) depends only on nodes belonging to this face.
In particular, basis functions of interior nodes vanish at the boundary of the domain, designing con-
forming patches of convex approximants becomes trivial, and the approximation is interpolating
at vertices of the domain. This property also allows us to directly impose Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions by prescribing the nodal values in the faces involved. As the scheme is not interpolating
at the faces (see Figure 2(left)), one may perform a least-square fit to the boundary data for more
accurate results. As elaborated in [21], local convex approximants exhibit the variation diminishing
property (the approximation does not create extrema not present in the nodal data). In practice, the
basis functions produced by maximum entropy are very smooth (with controlled first and second
derivatives) and produce very accurate numerical approximations of PDEs with smooth solutions.
Figure 2 illustrates some of these properties for the LME approximants.
As for second-order max-ent approximants, it was shown in [2] that the canonical second-order
consistency condition
P
a paxa ˝ xa D x ˝ x makes the constraints unfeasible in general. This
obstacle, further elaborated later, has been overcome in several ways and is the object of the present
work. On the basis of the observation that B-splines are convex approximants that can reproduce
high-order polynomials, in [6] a method was proposed to properly formulate feasible second-order
constraints in the entropy maximization program, while retaining the nonnegativity. This approach,
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Figure 2. Illustration of nonnegativity, smoothness, and weak Kronecker-delta properties for two-
dimensional local maximum entropy (LME) basis functions (left), and the variation diminishing property
(right).
reviewed in Section 3, is not very flexible and cannot properly deal with node sets with significant
density variations. Here, we propose a related method that resolves these issues. A different strategy
inspired by the de Boor algorithm, which recursively constructs the B-spline basis functions, was
proposed in [7] to develop high-order max-ent approximants. Although the resulting approximants
preserve the convexity and the construction is simple, the geometry and combinatorics of support
intersections lead to an explosion of the number of basis functions in high dimensions or for high
order, and to very heterogeneous basis functions. In [5], the condition pa.x/ > 0 was relaxed, and
a generalization of the Shannon entropy for signed probability distributions was maximized. How-
ever, this strategy undermines the attractive features of convex approximation schemes. Recently,
by relaxing the nonnegativity constraint, Bompadre et al. defined in multiple dimensions and ana-
lyzed mathematically maximum entropy approximants of any order of consistency [22]. The extra
flexibility gained by dropping nonnegativity causes these approximants to loose the Kronecker-delta
properties at the boundary and leads to more wiggly basis functions, presumably harder to integrate.
In contrast, the method we present here is quite rigid in its formulation but retains the nice properties
of convex approximants.
Maximum entropy approximants have been exercised in a wide range of applications, including
compressible and near-incompressibility elasticity [23, 24], structural engineering [25], linear and
nonlinear elasticity [2, 7, 16], structural vibrations [4, 6], Lagrangian simulations of extreme defor-
mations in solids and fluids [26], Kohn–Sham density functional theory [27], convection–diffusion
equations [28], linear and nonlinear thin shell analysis [15, 29], and high-order phase field mod-
els of biomembranes [30]. A mathematical analysis of the convergence of LME approximants can
be found in [31]. The excellent behavior of the first-order LME approximants in high-order PDEs
[15, 29, 30], and its flexibility for adaptive refinement [30], is remarkable.
3. SECOND-ORDER MAXIMUM ENTROPY APPROXIMANTS
The key idea of the proposed method is to add appropriate constraints to the (LME) convex
optimization problem, such that the program remains feasible and up to second-order polynomials
can be exactly reproduced. However, this seemingly natural extension is not straightforward [2]. We
revisit the geometry of the constraints in the view of the classic problem of moments and propose a
method that guarantees feasibility.
3.1. Feasibility conditions for second-order convex approximants
A family of approximants is nth-order consistent if it reproduces exactly all polynomials of
degree up to n. The canonical expression in multiple dimensions of the second-order consistency
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condition is
NX
aD1
sa.x/ xa ˝ xa D x ˝ x, (1)
where xa and sa.x/ represent the node coordinates and the basis functions, respectively, and x is
the point where the approximants are evaluated.
It was shown in [2] that the set of convex approximants fulfilling Equation (1) is empty except
when x D xa. To illustrate this point, let us turn to one dimension, where we seek at each evaluation
point for basis functions satisfying
sa > 0,
NX
aD1
sa D 1,
NX
aD1
sa

xa
x2a

D

x
x2

.
From the very definition of the convex hull, it follows that these conditions are feasible if and
only if 
x
x2

2 conv
²
xa
x2a

, a D 1, : : : , N
³
.
As illustrated in Figure 3 for N D 7, this requires that the points in the graph of the function x2 in
the interval Œx1, x7 belong to the convex hull of the points

xa, x
2
a

, a D 1, : : : , 7, represented in
dark gray. This is obviously not true in general. Another way of understanding the issue of feasi-
bility is to note that the first and second-order consistency conditions can be rewritten, after simple
manipulations, as
NX
aD1
sa.x  xa/ D 0,
NX
aD1
sa.x  xa/2 D 0.
The second equation states that a sum of nonnegative numbers must be equal to zero. Furthermore,
for x away from the nodes, this equation implies that all the basis functions at this point must vanish,
which is inconsistent for instance with the partition of unity property.
In multiple dimensions, a similar feasibility condition follows
.x, x ˝ x/ 2 conv¹.xa, xa ˝ xa/, a D 1, : : : , N º,
which nevertheless does not admit such a simple geometric interpretation. In this equation,
.x, x ˝ x/ is an element of Rd Rddsymm.
Figure 3. Moment space depicting the convex hull (dark gray region) for the extended point set ®xa, x2a¯ 
R2 and the enlarged convex hull (light gray region) for ®xa, x2a  da¯  R2, where a D 1, : : : , 7. The
black line represents .x, x2/, whereas the dashed line illustrates how this set can be moved inside the convex
hull by adding a function g.x/.
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Going back to Figure 3, it is possible to satisfy feasibility if the second-order canonical constraint
is replaced by
NX
aD1
sax
2
a D x2 C g.x/,
where the gap function g.x/ is such that (1) the graph of x2 C g.x/ lies within the convex hull of
the points

xa, x
2
a

, a D 1, : : : , 7, and (2) the second-order consistency condition is not violated. It
can be easily checked that B-spline approximants satisfy such an equation, where in this case the
proper location of the nodes xa should be determined through the first-order consistency condition.
The first requirement implies that g.x/ > 0 and it must vanish at the boundary of the domain. The
second condition requires x2 Cg.x/ to be piecewise quadratic and smooth because the smoothness
of the basis functions is that of the gap function. The aspect ratio of the resulting shape functions
depends on the magnitude of the gap relative to the square of the nodal spacing; larger gaps result
in widespread functions. This approach was proposed in [6] and implemented in multiple dimen-
sions. Its main limitation is that it is difficult to define appropriate gap functions for unstructured
node sets in multiple dimensions with significant variations in the node density, while controlling
the aspect ratio of the basis functions and maintaining their smoothness. Yet, this reference shows
the potential of second-order max-ent methods and the favorable comparison with MLS or B-spline
quadratic approximants.
Here, we take a different approach to guarantee feasibility by changing the weights used to repro-
duce the quadratic monomials rather than the function being reproduced. Following the moment
space interpretation in Figure 3, rather than achieving feasibility by squeezing x2 C g.x/ into the
convex hull represented in dark gray, we enlarge the convex hull so that x2 falls within. More
specifically, we consider a second-order constraint given by
NX
aD1
sa

x2a  da
 D x2, or equivalently NX
aD1
sa.x  xa/2 D
NX
aD1
sada, (2)
for some nonnegative parameters da. With this modified second-order condition, the constraints
are feasible if and only if the graph of x2 lies within the convex hull of the points

xa, x
2
a  da

,
a D 1, : : : , N . It is obvious from the figure that setting d1 D d7 D 0 and da > 0 for a D 2, : : : , 6, the
modified convex hull is larger, and for sufficiently large values of da for the interior nodes, the fea-
sibility condition is met. Looking at the second expression in Equation (2), we observe that now the
right-hand side is greater than zero. This viewpoint allows us to flexibly design feasible constraints
by simply setting the offsets da and, as shown later, is easily applicable to sets of nodes with variable
density. Standard convex high-order consistent methods, available in 1D, such as B-splines, can be
shown to satisfy such conditions. In fact, the nodal gaps da for these schemes are very instructive in
designing second-order max-ent (SME) approximants. See Appendix A for a summary of the nodal
gaps for B-spline schemes of several orders and uniform knot vector [20].
In the multidimensional case, the modified second-order constraint considered here takes the form
NX
aD1
sa.xa ˝xa da/ D x ˝x, or equivalently
NX
aD1
sa.x xa/˝ .x xa/ D
NX
aD1
sada, (3)
where da are now symmetric semi-positive definite matrices for each node. These constraints are to
be contrasted with the viewpoint adopted previously in [6]
NX
aD1
sa xa ˝ xa D x ˝ x C G .x/, (4)
where G .x/ is a field of symmetric semi-positive definite matrices, which needs to be provided
and needs to be smooth and piecewise quadratic. We shall see that at the boundary, G .x/ cannot
have full rank. Comparing both approaches, we find G .x/ D PNaD1 sa.x/ da (see Appendix B),
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showing that the present approach bears similarity with that in [6], with an implicit gap function
expressed in terms of the sought-after SME approximants. This comparison also shows how both
related approaches are not equivalent.
In multiple dimensions, the feasibility condition becomes
.x, x ˝ x/ 2 conv¹.xa, xa ˝ xa  da/, a D 1, : : : , N º,
for which, to the best of our knowledge, clear geometric insight is lacking.
3.2. Design of feasible constraints
The crucial question resides in the proper choice of the nodal gaps da. We first take a one-
dimensional domain defined by the nodes xa, a D 1, : : : , N , and the associated moment space
to explain the ideas behind the definition of the set of nodal gaps da, a D 1, : : : , N . Later, we extend
the procedure to higher dimensions.
3.2.1. The one-dimensional case. We turn to the moment space illustrated in Figure 3 and clas-
sify the nodes as boundary (x1 and x7), next to boundary (x2 and x3), and interior nodes (x3,
x4, and x5). The selection of the gap for interior nodes is illustrated in Figure 4(left), where the
region of the moment space involving the points

xa, x
2
a

for a D 3, 4, 5 is shown in more detail.
Consider the line passing through the points

x3, x
2
3

and

x4, x
2
4

, and analytically described by
y.x/ D .x3Cx4/xx3x4. This line is part of the boundary of the convex hull of the extended point
set in an interval of length h3 D x4 x3. The vertical distance between this line and the graph of the
function x2 measures the violation of the feasibility condition. It is easy to see that the maximum
violation is achieved at the center of the interval, and its value is h23=4. Shifting downwards the
points

x3, x
2
3

and

x4, x
2
4

by this amount produces a new line, tangent to x2, which is now the
boundary of the enlarged convex hull that does not violate the feasibility condition in this interval.
Thus, the nodal gaps d3 and d4 should be greater than or equal to h23=4. Similarly, d4 and d5 should
be greater than or equal to h24=4. We are now in a position to assign the nodal gap d4, which must
satisfy d4 D ˛=4 max

h23, h
2
4

, where the nondimensional parameter ˛ > 1 measures the slack in
the feasibility condition.
The choice ˛ D 1 is a degenerate case; at the tangency point, .x, x2/ is not in the strict interior
of the convex hull of the extended nodes

xa, x
2
a

, a D 1, : : : , N , and the implicit function theorem
cannot be invoked to prove mathematically the smoothness of the maximum entropy basis functions
or the strict convexity of the dual program [2]. In fact, experience shows that these properties are
lost at degenerate points. In practice, we choose ˛ > 1. We can summarize the generic expression
for the nodal gaps of interior nodes as
da D ˛
4
max

h2a1, h2a

for a D 3, : : : , N  2,
where ha1 D xa  xa1 and ˛ > 1.
Figure 4. Detail of the moment space depicting the computation of the nodal gap da for (left) the interior
nodes and (right) the rest of the nodes.
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Figure 5. Enlarged moment space for several slack parameters ˛ for a nonuniform one-dimensional set of
points (left). The difference between the lower boundary of the moment space and x2 is shown in the right
plot, showing clearly that for all slack parameters and for all x, the problem is feasible; that is, the graphs
are below zero.
This rule is not valid for the nodes located at the boundaries of the domain. Figure 4(right) illus-
trates the situation at one of the boundaries. It is clear in the picture that d1 needs to be zero not to
violate the feasibility conditions in the vicinity of the endpoint x1. Otherwise, the upper boundary
of the convex hull would move downwards, leaving part of the graph of .x, x2/ outside the feasi-
ble region. In general, we have d1 D dN D 0. The nodes next to boundary nodes also deserve a
special treatment. Consider the line passing through the points

x1, x
2
1

and

x2, x
2
2  d2

, given by
y.x/ D m.x  x1/ C x21 . Feasibility requires that this line should stay below the graph of x2, that
is, in the limiting case be tangent at

x1, x
2
1

. It is immediate to see that this is the case if d2 D h21.
Thus, the generic expression to compute the gap for the nodes located next to the boundary is
d2 D max
°
ˇh21,
˛
4
h22
±
and dN1 D max
°
ˇh2N1,
˛
4
h2N2
±
,
where another nondimensional slack parameter ˇ > 1 is introduced to gain flexibility in the
enlargement of the convex hull. We adopt ˇ D 1 in most cases.
Figure 5 illustrates how the convex hull of the points

xa, x
2
a  da

is enlarged for different val-
ues of the slack parameter ˛, including the graph of the function x2 as required for feasibility, for a
nonuniform one-dimensional set of points. In the right, we subtract x2 to the ordinate to highlight
how the convex hull becomes larger as ˛ increases. This has also an effect on the support size of the
basis functions, as illustrated later.
3.2.2. Extension to higher dimensions. So far, we have presented a method to satisfy the feasibility
conditions for a one-dimensional domain by enlarging the size of the convex hull of the extended
point set. We illustrate now how these ideas carry over to the multidimensional case for polyhedral
domains given by the convex hull of the set of nodes, following a similar procedure to that in [6].
For more general domains, with possibly curved boundary, we refer to [4].
Rather than describing the procedure in its full generality, which is unavoidably heavy on the
notation and convex geometry concepts, we proceed by describing the 2D case and hint how to
extend to higher dimensions. We assume that for each node, we have a measure of the representative
nodal spacing ha. The general procedure relies on two observations. First, because of the reduced
face property [2], on low-dimensional faces of the polyhedral domain, any convex approximation
scheme can be restricted to the face because the contributions to the discrete probability distribution
of all nodes not belonging to the face vanish. This allows us to determine the nodal gaps on the
low-dimensional face. Second, by multiplying the first and second-order consistency conditions by
any unit vector,
NX
aD1
sa.xa  u/ D .x  u/,
NX
aD1
saŒ.xa  u/2  u  da  u/ D .x  u/2,
8
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Figure 6. (left) Classification of the nodes in three categories – interior (), belonging to the boundaries (),
and next to the boundaries (ı) – and (right) directions needed to compute the gap for each kind of node.
we obtain necessary projected one-dimensional feasibility conditions, which allow us to exploit
operationally the reduced face property and to assign nodal gaps for nodes next to the faces.
Consider the 2D domain in Figure 6(left). For the extreme points of the polygon (A to E), we
can apply the reduced face property on the adjacent faces and conclude that dA D dB D dC D
dD D dE D 0. Consider now a face, say AB , and a unit tangent vector t. The reduced face property
allows us to determine the projected nodal gaps t  da  t following the one-dimensional procedure.
If we project the consistency conditions along a unit normal to this boundary n, all the points in the
face collapse in a single point, and therefore the nodes on AB satisfy n  da  n D 0. Consequently,
for the nodes in the face AB , we have
dA D dB D 0,
da D ˇ h2a t ˝ t for the nodes next to A and B ,
da D ˛
4
h2a t ˝ t for all other nodes in AB .
For nodes in the interior of the 2D domain but next to the boundary, say to the face AB , we proceed
again by projecting the consistency conditions along t and n. Along the normal direction, we have
n  da  n D ˇ h2a,
while along the tangential direction, if the node is far from other faces, we have
t  da  t D ˛
4
h2a,
and thus,
da D ˇ h2an ˝ n C
˛
4
h2at ˝ t.
If the node is next to two different one-dimensional faces with normals n and n0, a conservative
choice is
da D ˇ h2a

n ˝ n C n0 ˝ n0 .
Interior nodes to the 2D domain are easily dealt with. If the nodal spacing is isotropic, by projecting
the consistency conditions along any two orthogonal directions, we obtain
da D ˛
4
h2aId ,
where Id is the identity matrix. The extension of this procedure to higher dimensions follows
naturally.
If the nodal spacing is not isotropic, it is easy to adapt the strategy. Let us consider the simplest
case of an interior node, and let the nodal spacing be described by a metric tensor ha (symmetric and
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positive definite) characterizing the nodal spacing in each direction. Let us denote its eigenvalues
and eigenvectors by hia and via, for i D 1, : : : , d . By projecting the consistency conditions along the
eigenvectors, we obtain the following nodal gap, adapted to the anisotropy of the nodal spacing
da D ˛
4
dX
iD1

hia
2
via ˝ via.
3.3. Optimization program for the second-order max-ent approximants
Maximum entropy can serve as a selection principle and a practical computational method to
choose information-theoretic optimal approximants amongst the set of second-order consistent
convex approximants satisfying feasible constraints. The resulting optimization program can be
written as
.SME/ For fixed x maximize 
NX
aD1
sa ln sa
subject to sa > 0, a D 1, : : : , N
NX
aD1
sa D 1
NX
aD1
sa .xa  x/ D 0
NX
aD1
sa Da.x, xa, da/ D 0,
where
Da.x, xa, da/ D .x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/  da,
and the first and second-order consistency conditions have been written in a centered form using the
lower order consistency conditions, which proves more convenient computationally because it leads
to bounded Lagrange multipliers.
Following the same duality methods as in [2], and introducing the partition function
Z.x, , / D
NX
aD1
expŒ  .x  xa/   W Da,
the optimal solution can be written as
sa.x/ D
exp

.x/  .x  xa/  .x/ W Da

Z.x, .x/, .x//
. (5)
The optimal Lagrange multipliers .x/ and .x/ are obtained by minimizing the reduced
Lagrange dual function
Og., / D ln Z.x, , /. (6)
Analogous arguments to those in [2] show that if the consistency conditions are strictly feasible,
that is,
.x, x ˝ x/ 2 intŒconv¹.xa, xa ˝ xa  da/, a D 1, : : : , N º,
then this dual unconstrained optimization program with d.dC3/=2 unknowns is smooth and strictly
convex with a unique solution, which can be efficiently obtained using Newton’s method. Further-
more, the resulting basis functions are C1 inside the convex hull of the set of nodes. The strict
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feasibility of the constraints, even in multiple dimensions and for unstructured sets of nodes, is easily
achieved in practice with the help of the parameters ˛ and ˇ described in the previous section.
Note that in contrast with the optimization program (LME), there is no explicit term in the objec-
tive function of the (SME) program favoring local basis functions. As a matter of fact, as shown in
the examples that follow, the locality is a consequence of the second-order consistency. Note that if
.x/ is positive definite, then it is possible to factor out a Gaussian function centered at xa from
the basis function in Equation (5). We observe that this is the generic situation for the interior nodes,
although further mathematical analysis is needed to establish a rigorous result. We illustrate next
the general features of the resulting approximants.
3.4. Examples of second-order max-ent approximants
3.4.1. General features. Figure 7 illustrates the SME approximants for a one-dimensional set of
uniformly distributed nodes. The basis functions, the first and second derivatives are shown for sev-
eral values of the slack parameter ˛ ranging from 1.5 to 8. The smoothness of the basis functions
and its derivatives, the nonnegativity, and the Kronecker-delta property can be clearly appreciated.
A clear correspondence can be observed between the magnitude of the slack and the width of the
basis functions. For ˛ D 1.5, the basis functions span about four node spacings, whereas for ˛ D 4,
they span about six node spacings. For the numerical approximation of partial differential equations,
the computational cost grows with the width of the basis functions because numerical quadrature
tends to be more demanding and the bandwidth of the mass or the stiffness matrices increases. On
the other hand, we observe more accurate solutions of smooth problems for sufficiently resolved
grids and widespread shape functions. On the basis of our experience with highly nonuniform grids,
we recommend the range of values 1.2 6 ˛ 6 3.
Strictly speaking, the support size of each max-ent basis function is conv X [2]. However, the
fast Gaussian decay of LME and SME approximants allows us to circumvent this practical incon-
venience, and from a numerical perspective, a basis function associated to the node xa can be
considered as compactly supported in a ball of radius Ra centered at xa, outside of which the basis
function is zero within a tolerance Tol0. For SME, we use Ra D max
q
˛
2
ln.Tol0/ ha, 4ha
	
.
This expression for the numerical support stems from a heuristic estimation of the Lagrange
multipliers provided later.
The proposed approach can deal with nonuniform sets of nodes and still have a precise control
of the magnitude of the slack through the nondimensional parameter ˛, as illustrated in the numeri-
cal examples presented later. However, if the node distribution is very irregular, the basis functions
can present small wiggles near its tails, which are exacerbated upon differentiation, and demand
very expensive numerical quadrature to retain the optimal convergence. In the same way that nicely
graded finite element meshes produce better solutions, it is preferable to define node distributions
with smooth variations in the nodal spacing, as illustrated in Figure 8, where the basis functions
and derivatives are computed for ˛ D 1.5. The uniform aspect ratio relative to the nodal spacing of
the basis functions can be observed, set by the uniform ˛, despite the nonuniform spacing. In mul-
tiple dimensions, centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) techniques [32, 33] allow us to distribute
smoothly points according to a specified density function, which can be based on the features of the
solution as shown in Section 4.
The basis functions computed with a parameter ˛ D 2 in a 2D domain are depicted in
Figure 9. The weak Kronecker-delta property can be observed. The explicit expressions to compute
the gradient and the Hessian of the basis functions are given in Appendix C.
3.4.2. Second-order consistency condition. To test the correctness of the formulation and its
implementation, we approximate the function
u.x/ D xT

1.12 3.1
3.1 2.4

x C Œ2.23  3 x C 8.35
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Figure 7. Second-order maximum entropy (SME) basis functions and components of the gradient and the
Hessian for a uniform one-dimensional grid of points and different values of the parameter ˛.
by Qu.x/ D PNaD1 sa.x/ ua, where the nodal coefficients ua are obtained with a least-square fit. The
SME approximants should be able to reproduce exactly any quadratic function, and therefore, we
expect that the error being minimized in the least-square fit
PM
iD1


u.xi /  Qu.xi /

2 vanishes up
to round-off errors. Here, xi , i D 1, : : : , M , are sampling points. We consider a 2D grid with 586
nodes. With up to 10,000 sampling points, we find the error to be zero within machine precision for
various choices of ˛ in the range Œ1.2, 3. We also observe that the accuracy of the gradients of u.x/
is within machine precision.
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Figure 8. Second-order maximum entropy (SME) basis functions and components of the gradient and the
Hessian corresponding to ˛ D 1.5 for a nonuniform one-dimensional grid of points.
Figure 9. Second-order maximum entropy (SME) basis functions and components of the gradient and the
Hessian computed with a parameter ˛ D 2 in a two-dimensional domain.
3.4.3. The Lagrange multipliers. The calculation of the basis functions, their gradient, and Hessian
is not explicit because Lagrange multipliers  and  must be computed for each evaluation point
x. This fact is not a significant drawback because the unconstrained, smooth, convex problem of
minimizing the function in Equation (6) can be reliably and robustly solved with Newton’s method
[2, 6, 16] (see Appendix C for details). Here, we provide heuristics on how to produce good initial
guesses to reduce the number of iterations and to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. We first
explain the idea for the one-dimensional case, and later, we extend it to higher dimensions.
By considering a uniform one-dimensional grid, away from the boundaries we observe that
  0 and da,CN  1=2, where da,CN is the nodal gap of the closest node (CN) to the evalua-
tion point. Therefore, est D 0 and est D 1=2.da,CN /1 are good initial guesses for the Lagrange
multipliers, as depicted in Figures 10(left-center) and 11(left-center) for uniform and nonuniform
grids, respectively. We adopt est D 0 and est D 0 for evaluation points close to the boundaries. It
can be observed that this estimate is very good even for a nonuniform grid and near the boundary for
. Figures 10(right) and 11(right) show the number of iterations needed to compute the Lagrange
multipliers with the proposed initial guesses and with null initial guesses. In average, the number
of iterations is reduced by 40% for the uniform grid and by 30% for the nonuniform distribution
of points.
By replacing the expression for the nodal gap da,CN D ˛=4h2a,CN into the estimate est D
1=2.da,CN /
1
, we have   .2=˛/=h2a,CN . Recalling that in the SME approximants  dictates the
decay of the Gaussian factor in the same way that ˇa D =h2a does for the LME basis functions,
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Figure 10. (left-center) Lagrange multipliers  and  and initial estimations est and est corresponding
to ˛ D 1.5 for the uniform one-dimensional grid of points illustrated in Figure 7; (right) number of iterations
needed to compute the Lagrange multipliers.
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Figure 11. (left-center) Lagrange multipliers  and  and initial estimations est and est corresponding
to ˛ D 1.5 for the nonuniform one-dimensional grid of points illustrated in Figure 8; (right) number of
iterations needed to compute the Lagrange multipliers.
the relationship between the dimensionless parameters setting the width of the LME and SME basis
functions,  and ˛, respectively, becomes evident. In multiple dimensions, we take as initial guesses
est D 0 and est D 1=2.da,CN /1. The pseudoinverse is used when the evaluation point is on or
next to the boundaries because for these points det.da,CN / D 0.
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE SECOND-ORDER MAX-ENT APPROXIMANTS
In this section, we examine the performance of SME basis functions for a number of different
problems. First, their accuracy in problems of structural vibrations is illustrated with two one-
dimensional examples, which nicely illustrate the comparison against another family of convex
approximants, B-splines. In comparing with B-splines, it should be noted that as these are piece-
wise polynomials, they can be more easily integrated than our meshfree approximants. However,
for higher order B-splines, the integration cost is comparable. The flexibility of SME approximants
to handle unstructured grids of points is illustrated with a Poisson problem with localized sources.
Finally, we highlight the excellent behavior exhibited by SME approximants in high-order PDEs.
The SME approximants are particularly well suited for such problems because their smoothness
allows us to follow a direct Galerkin approach. We examine the accuracy in the calculation of the
Willmore energy, present results for Kirchhoff–Love thin shells, and explore the possibilities of the
method for a nonlinear fourth-order partial differential equation describing in a phase field spirit the
mechanics of biomembranes [34]. This is an ideal target application of the method proposed here,
given its high-order character, together with the fact that the phase field develops sharp fronts that
need to be resolved accurately. Traditional approaches rely either on smooth tensor product approx-
imants, for example, B-splines, unable to locally refine the numerical resolution, or on mixed C 0
finite elements.
4.1. Structural vibrations
It is well known that higher order finite elements present spurious optical branches in the discrete
frequency spectrum of structural vibrations problems [35, 36]. The continuous system only has an
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acoustical branch, which is accurately approximated in the low-frequency part of the spectrum. The
spurious optical branch, indicative of eigenmodes where neighboring nodes vibrate opposite to each
other, arises as a consequence of the spatial inhomogeneity of the shape functions [6]. Although
the translational symmetry of the continuum is destroyed for any discretization scheme, Lagrange
finite elements introduce a complex symmetry group in the system that gives rise to unphysical
vibrations. This topic has been extensively studied in condensed matter physics, within the theory
of lattice dynamics [37]. The optical modes manifest themselves in structural dynamics. Indeed,
nonlinear effects or the presence of sharp features in the boundary conditions or in the domain
excite high-frequency optical modes, leading to noisy solutions [38]. Commonly, they are alleviated
introducing special schemes to damp the high frequencies.
Isogeometric analysis has been shown to substantially alleviate this issue. It is possible to design
grids that eliminate completely optical modes. For a general grid, a small number of optical modes
can appear, particularly because of boundary effects [35]. SME approximants share many features
with B-spline basis functions, such as the nonnegativity and the smoothness. It has been already
shown that max-ent approximants perform very well in structural vibrations problems, as com-
pared with second-order Lagrange finite elements, B-splines, and MLS meshfree approximants [6].
We present here further evidence by considering the vibrations of an elastic rod and of an Euler–
Bernoulli beam. We numerically compute the spectrum and compare with the analytical solution for
several values of the slack parameter ˛.
4.1.1. Longitudinal vibrations of an elastic rod. The natural frequencies and modes of an elastic
fixed–fixed rod follow from
uxx C !2u D 0 for x 2 .0, 1/
u.0/ D u.1/ D 0.
The eigenfrequencies can be computed analytically as !n D n , n 2 N. After discretizing the
equation with a grid of N points, the numerical eigenfrequencies !hn and eigenvectors hn are cal-
culated from the generalized eigenvalue problem
h
K  !hn2 Mihn D 0, where K and M are the
stiffness and mass matrices, respectively.
The accuracy of the numerical calculations can be studied by plotting the numerical natural fre-
quencies !hn normalized with respect to the exact frequencies !n as a function of the ratio n=N , as
illustrated in Figure 12. This normalized discrete frequency spectrum presents the particular feature
of being independent of N for a large enough number of points. In the case of SME approximants,
the spectrum does not change significantly for N > 500. We perform all the calculations of this
example with a uniform grid of 1000 points.
The spectra computed with SME approximants for different values of ˛ are plotted with those
corresponding to quintic B-splines and LME ( D 0.8) approximation schemes in Figure 12. It can
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Figure 12. Whole (left) and detail (right) of the normalized discrete eigenfrequency spectrum for an elastic
rod (longitudinal vibrations).
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be observed that the accuracy of SME results increases as the basis functions are more widespread.
In the case of ˛ D 3, for instance, it can be appreciated that the ratio !hn=!n cannot be distin-
guished from one in approximately 70% of the discrete spectrum. The LME solution is similar to
that obtained with ˛ D 2.5, which is not surprising because in the previous section it was shown that
˛  2= for a uniform one-dimensional grid of nodes. A fifth-order polynomial B-spline discretiza-
tion produces a solution with an accuracy comparable with that obtained with ˛ D 2.5 and  D 0.8.
This example suggests that the accuracy of the solution according to this metric does not depend
significantly on the order of reproducibility but rather on the smoothness of the basis functions.
4.1.2. Transverse vibrations of an Euler–Bernoulli beam. The transverse vibrations of a simply
supported Euler–Bernoulli beam are governed by
uxxxx  !2u D 0 for x 2 .0, 1/
u.0/ D u.1/ D 0
uxx.0/ D uxx.1/ D 0,
where the analytical expression to compute the eigenfrequencies is !n D .n/2, n 2N. The numer-
ical eigenfrequencies !hn are computed analogously to before, but now the stiffness matrix involves
the second derivatives of the basis functions.
Figure 13 shows the normalized discrete frequency spectra computed with max-ent approxi-
mants and quintic B-splines. Although the results exhibit a behavior similar to that of the elastic
rod, the results are less accurate for smaller values of ˛ (i.e., narrower basis functions) and for
higher frequencies. Again, despite the high-order derivatives involved in the problem, the order of
reproducibility does not seem to play a significant role by itself.
4.2. Poisson problem with localized sources
This example shows the convergence in the L2 norm of the SME basis functions in the Galerkin
approximation of a PDE. In particular, this example shows how the proposed method can easily
deal with localized sharp features in the solution by locally adapting the density of nodes, while
maintaining the second-order convergence. For this purpose, we consider the Poisson boundary
value problem
r  .kru/ Ds.x, y/ in  D Œ0, 1  Œ0, 1
u DNu in @,
where k D 1, and the source s.x, y/ and the boundary data Nu are chosen such that the exact solution,
illustrated in Figure 14 (left), is
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Figure 13. Whole (left) and detail (right) of the normalized discrete eigenfrequency spectrum for an
Euler–Bernoulli beam (transverse vibrations).
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Figure 14. Exact solution (left) and L2 norm of the error (right) for the Poisson problem. Uniform (Un) and
adapted (Ad) grids of points are considered in the calculations, and local maximum entropy (LME) ( D 2)
and second-order maximum entropy (SME) (˛ D 1.4) approximants are used.
Table I. Coefficients to calculate the exact solution of the
Poisson problem.
i Ai ˇi xi yi
1 10 180 0.51 0.52
2 50 450 0.31 0.34
3 100 800 0.73 0.71
4 50 1000 0.28 0.72
Figure 15. Illustration of the uniform (left) and adapted (right) grids of points considered for the Poisson
problem.
u.x, y/ D
4X
iD1
Ai e
ˇi Œ.xxi /2C.yyi /2
.
The coefficients are given in Table I.
The numerical solutions are computed with uniform and adapted distribution of points as illus-
trated in Figure 15. The adapted grids are obtained with CVT [32, 33], which allow us to dis-
tribute the nodes following a prescribed density function. We consider a uniform density for the
uniform grids and a density proportional to the norm of the gradients of the exact solution for the
adapted grids.
The numerical solution is computed for each grid with the LME ( D 2) and SME (˛ D 1.4)
approximation schemes. The convergence of the L2 norm is plotted for both uniform (Un) and
adapted (Ad) grids in Figure 14(right). The guiding slopes m D 2 and m D 3 for the first
and second-order approximants, respectively, are also depicted. It can be seen that both the LME and
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Figure 16. Relative error for the Willmore energy of a sphere.
SME methods, with adapted and uniform grids, exhibit the optimal rate of convergence. Note that
the CVT method does not create nested grids upon refinement and the notion of nested approximants
does not apply to meshfree methods in general. It can also be observed that for this example, using
adapted grids reduces the error by roughly one order of magnitude for a given number of degrees
of freedom.
4.3. Willmore energy of a sphere
The Willmore energy, which is closely related to the curvature strain energy of thin elastic sheets, is
defined by
E D
Z

H 2d,
where H is the mean curvature and d is the area element of the surface . This functional involves
second-order spatial derivatives of the surface parameterization.
We study the numerical behavior of SME approximants in the calculation of the Willmore energy
of a sphere. The parametric description of the surface from the scattered set of nodes, as well the
integration on the surface, is performed with the method recently proposed in [15,29]. This method
combines three ingredients: (1) the automatic detection of the local geometric structure of the man-
ifold by statistical learning methods (local principal component analysis in [15] and a variation
of locally linear embedding in [29]), (2) the local parameterization of the surface using smooth
approximants, and (3) patching together the local representations by means of a partition of unity.
In this example, we build the local parameterizations with SME approximants. We refer to [15, 29]
for details about numerical aspects and for a discussion about the accuracy of the methodology in
comparison with subdivision finite elements and discontinuous Galerkin methods.
The convergence of the relative error for the elastic energy of the sphere is shown in Figure 16.
The relative error is computed as erel D j16Ehj=16 because the exact elastic energy of a sphere
is Esphere D 16 . The accuracy of the results increases as the locality of the SME basis functions
increases (i.e., ˛ decreases), a fact that was also noticed by solving the problem with LME approxi-
mants [15]. The curve for the LME basis functions with  D 0.8 again closely follows that of SME
approximants for ˛ D 2.5. We highlight the good behavior of the first-order LME approximation
schemes with  D 0.8 to approximate functionals depending on second-order spacial derivatives,
which has also been observed in other works [15, 29, 30].
4.4. Linear Kirchhoff–Love thin shell analysis
In this example, we study the deformation of a hemispherical shell of radius R D 10 and thick-
ness h D 0.04 subjected to radial loads F D 2 applied on two diametral directions, as depicted
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Figure 17. Sketch for the pinched hemisphere problem (top-left), discretization and reference configuration
(top-right), deformed configuration (bottom-left), and results for the convergence of the normalized radial
displacement (bottom-right).
in Figure 17(top-left), in the linear elastic regime. This benchmark test assesses the ability of
an approximation scheme to represent inextensional deformations under complex shell bending
conditions involving curvature in two directions [39].
The problem is discretized with the methodology described in the previous example. We refer to
[15, 29] for details about Kirchhoff–Love thin shell formulation, numerical aspects, and the imple-
mentation. A coarse grid of 361 nodes is shown in Figure 17 (top-right). The displacement field
obtained numerically is illustrated in Figure 17(bottom-left), with an amplification factor of 50. As
discussed in [15], we use a row of ghost nodes at the boundary of the shell for LME approximants
to avoid a bending locking behavior associated to the asymptotically flat character of the linear
maximum entropy basis at the boundary.
The convergence of the relative error for the radial displacement is shown in Figure 17 (bottom-
right) both for LME ( D 0.8) and SME (˛ D 1.6, 2, 2.5) approximants. The reference solution
obtained with an overkill discretization is ır D 0.092401, in agreement with the lower bound
ır D 0.0924 found in the literature [39,40]. The conclusions that can be extracted from this restricted
figure of merit are limited. The slope obtained in the asymptotic regime for the SME approximants
is 3 for narrow basis functions and is slightly degraded for widespread functions. The convergence
rate for the LME basis functions is slightly worse, but as before, it is remarkably accurate for a
linearly consistent method and closely replicates the SME results for ˛ D 2.5.
4.5. Phase field modeling of biomembranes
Phase field models have been extensively used in physics and materials science to model physical
systems exhibiting evolving discontinuities or internal boundaries [41]. In recent years, they are
gaining popularity in a wide set of applications in applied science and engineering such as fracture
[42], microstructure formation and crack propagation in ferroelectric materials [43], growth of thin
films [44], and multiphase flows [45], to mention a few.
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Vesicles are closed lipid membranes immersed in a fluid. They are simple model systems to under-
stand membrane biophysics or can serve in biomimetic engineered systems. The membrane is an
interface between two phases, the inner and outer fluids. In studying the dynamics of membranes, or
the equilibrium shapes, the location of the interface is not known a priori. Such problems, referred
to as free discontinuity or moving interface problems, can be described with sharp interface models,
where the interface is considered as a mathematical surface. In such an approach, the interfacial
physics is extrinsic to the geometrical representation of the interface, and the mechanics governing
the interface evolution needs to be specified through boundary or jump conditions. These conditions
can be quite complex mathematically and difficult to implement numerically.
In phase field models, an order parameter (the phase field)  represents the interface; it adopts
distinct values (e.g., C1 and 1) in each phase separated by the interface. The order parameter
smoothly varies between the two values in the vicinity of the interface. Hence, it is a smeared or
regularized representation of the interface, in terms of a transition parameter. The phase field equi-
librium or evolution is governed by a (nonlinear often high order) PDE defined in the ambient space.
One key feature of phase field models is that this PDE accomplishes simultaneously two goals: (1)
it forces the phase field to adopt the value C1 or 1 in most of the domain and to follow a well-
defined profile between phases; that is, it localizes the gradients of the phase field on the interface,
and (2) it models the interfacial mechanics; that is, it replaces the interface jump/boundary condi-
tions of sharp models. Another key feature of phase field models is that the correct sharp interfacial
mechanics are recovered, as the transition parameter tends to zero. This can often be proved math-
ematically. Phase field models can be easily coupled with other models for the ambient medium
(fluids, solids, diffusion).
The Canham–Helfrich energy [46, 47] of a smooth surface 	
ECH D
Z

k
2
.H  C0/2 dS ,
where k is the bending modulus, H the mean curvature, and C0 the spontaneous curvature, has
been shown to describe well the equilibrium shapes of vesicles. It is usually complemented with
area and enclosed volume constraints, and equilibrium shapes are obtained by energy minimization
[48]. This sharp interface model is highly nonlinear, and the Euler–Lagrange equation for this func-
tional is a fourth-order PDE on the parametrization of the surface describing the membrane. Hence,
a direct Galerkin approach based on the weak form of the equations requires C 1 basis functions.
To avoid this requirement, mixed, discontinuous, and stabilized methods have been proposed to
deal with higher order operators [49]. See also [50] for a computational approach to the Willmore
flow with triangulated surfaces. However, the parametric discretization of this problem is partic-
ularly challenging because of the very large geometric distortions and more importantly because
of the reparameterization invariance of the energy functional. This makes it difficult to control the
tangential distorsions of the computational grid [51], and parametric methods tend to be fragile.
As an alternative to the classical sharp interface model, a phase field approach for the Canham–
Helfrich energy has been proposed [34]. In this regularized model, the equilibrium shapes of vesicles
are obtained by solving the problem
Minimize EŒ D fE k
2

Z



 C

1


 C C0
p
2

.1  2/
2
d
subject to V Œ D 1
2

Vol./ C
Z

 d

D V0
AŒ D fA
Z




2
jrj2 C 1
4

.2  1/2

d D A0,
where E is the bending energy,  the phase field, 
 a small transition parameter controlling the
thickness of the diffuse interface, k the bending rigidity, C0 the spontaneous curvature, fE D 3
8
p
2
and fA D 3
2
p
2
, and  the integration domain. The area A and volume V functionals of the vesicle
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are constrained to A0 and V0, respectively. We consider here axisymmetric vesicles and supplement
the aforementioned constraints with
MŒ D
Z

.´  ´0/ d D 0
j@ D 1,
where the first equation fixes the motion of the vesicle along the axis of symmetry and the second
equation provides far field conditions of the phase field.
In this energetic variational framework, the regions ¹x W .x/ > 0º and ¹x W .x/ < 0º repre-
sent, respectively, the inside and outside of the vesicle, whereas the level set ¹x W .x/ D 0º gives
the position of the membrane. Formal asymptotics [52] as well as rigorous mathematical analysis
[53] provide the connection between the sharp interface model and this regularized theory when
the parameter 
 tends to zero. As this limit is never achieved in the numerical calculations, an error
originated by the model is always present on the computed results. Despite this modeling error, and
the extra computational cost associated with increasing the dimensionality of the problem (which
nevertheless becomes scalar), the phase field approach leads to more robust numerical solutions,
particularly in the presence of large shape or topology changes. Furthermore, this approach is easily
amenable to parallel computations.
The phase field model exhibits nearly constant solutions at 1 or 1 in most of the domain and
very steep localized fronts identifying the presence of the membrane. Consequently, uniform com-
putational grids are very inadequate because to resolve the sharp gradients, a very fine numerical
resolution is needed locally. In addition, the high-order spacial derivatives involved in the energy
functional pose a numerical difficulty because straight Galerkin methods require C 1 continuity.
Thus, an adaptive method with smooth approximants appears as an effective and simple approach
to deal with this model.
Traditionally, spectral tensor product methods or finite differences have been the method of choice
to address such problems [34,54], despite the inherent difficulty in locally refining the discretization
to capture the sharp features of the solution. Finite element mixed methods [55] have been proposed,
which are well suited for adaptivity [56] but suffer from poor accuracy for a given computational
cost. Recently, the isogeometric analysis [19] based on tensor products of NURBS approximants has
produced high quality solutions for high-order phase field models [57, 58], handling successfully
sharp gradients and generating phase field solutions devoid of oscillations outside of the meaningful
values. This behavior has been attributed to the smoothness and nonnegativity of basis functions,
features shared with SME approximation schemes. Unfortunately, adaptive isogeometric technolo-
gies based on T-Splines still present several open problems and are the topic of current research [59].
Hierarchical B-splines also offer a new avenue for adaptive calculations with smooth, nonnegative
approximants [3].
We show next the ability of the SME basis functions to approximate phase field solutions, dealing
in a straightforward manner with the second derivatives in the energy functional, and the adaptivity
needed to resolve the sharp gradients at a reasonable computational cost. We study the axisymmetric
solutions (minimizers of the energy) in a computational domain  D Œ0, 1.5 Œ0, 2 when the spon-
taneous curvature is C0 D 0 and the area and volume constraints are A0 D 1625 and V0 D 32375 .
It is well known that there exist multiple branches of minimizers of the Canham–Helfrich energy
[48]. For our data, two equilibrium shapes, a discocyte and a dumbbell, are possible. It is possible
to numerically obtain either of these solutions, illustrated in Figures 19 and 20, by appropriately
choosing the initial guess in the optimization algorithm. We refer to [30] for details about the aug-
mented Lagrangian Newton solution of the optimization problem and the adaptive strategy based on
CVT [32, 33].
We first consider the numerical approximation of the discocyte solutions with uniform grids
and several transition parameters, as shown in Figure 18(left). We consider solutions with LME
( D 0.8) and SME (˛ D 1.4, 1.6, 2, 3) approximants and compare against a reference energy
Ediscocyte D 9.12657 obtained with the sharp interface approach. In the phase field model, it does
not make sense to consider grids that do not resolve the thickness of the smeared interface. For this
reason, in all cases the simulations satisfy the relation 
 > 2h. The figure shows how, for a given
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Figure 18. Dependence on nodal spacing h and the transition parameter 
 for the phase field energy of the
discocyte shape. The results are computed with uniform grids of points using local maximum entropy (LME)
( D 0.8) and second-order maximum entropy (SME) (˛ D 1.4, 1.6, 2, 3) approximants. The sharp interface
energy shown in the figures is calculated with a very refined B-spline curve.
Figure 19. Discocyte solution with second-order maximum entropy (SME) approximants (˛ D 2) for

 D 0.01. From left to right: adapted grid of 6124 nodes, detail of the nodal distribution near the zero
level set, illustration of the phase field, and three-dimensional reconstruction of the discocyte shape.
transition parameter, both the LME and the SME solutions converge to a limit approximate energy.
It can be observed that although the second-order approximants seem to converge faster, the first-
order approximants provide solutions of comparable accuracy, particularly when compared with the
modeling error, that is, the difference between the limit energy for a given 
 and the sharp interface
energy. It can also be observed that the phase field energy tends to the sharp interface energy when

 decreases.
In Figure 18(right), we illustrate the energy of discocyte solutions as a function of the transition
parameter for several slack parameters ˛. For this plot, the phase field solutions are computed with
a uniform grid of nearly 300,000 nodes (h D 0.0034). The energy is more accurate for large values
of ˛ (i.e. when the basis functions are smoother and spread out further) but at the expense of a
larger computational cost because the Hessian matrix bandwidth is also larger. Such a systematic
numerical verification of the convergence to the sharp interface limit as 
 tends to zero has not been
reported before.
Uniform grids are not appropriate for these calculations because the transition parameter dictates
a very small nodal spacing, leading to an unaffordable computational cost as 
 decreases. Instead,
Figure 19 shows the phase field solution for 
 D 0.01 in a grid of 6124 points using the SME
approximants (˛ D 2) and a CVT-adapted grid [30]. The energy is similar to that obtained with a
uniform grid of nearly 300,000 nodes, despite the 50-fold reduction in the system complexity.
Table II reports the computed energies for the dumbbell solution with LME ( D 0.8) and
SME (˛ D 2, 3) approximants in a uniform grid of nearly 300,000 points. The relative error
erel D jEdumbbell  Ehj=Edumbbell with respect to the sharp interface energy Edumbbell D 8.71756
is also shown for several values of 
. That relative error includes both the discretization and the
model errors. As in the previous example, it is appreciated that the error decreases as 
 (model
error) decreases and the smoothness of the basis functions (discretization error) increases.
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Table II. Energies calculated for the dumbbell solution with local maximum entropy and
second-order maximum entropy approximants in a uniform grid of nearly 300,000 nodes
(h D 0.0034). The relative error with respect to the sharp interface energy is also given.
Eh erelŒ%

 ˛ D 2 ˛ D 3  D 0.8 ˛ D 2 ˛ D 3  D 0.8
0.010 8.7690 8.7589 8.7736 0.5900 0.4739 0.6427
0.015 8.8021 8.8001 8.8063 0.9703 0.9469 1.0177
0.020 8.8577 8.8569 8.8603 1.6076 1.5989 1.6378
0.025 8.9253 8.9248 8.9271 2.3826 2.3770 2.4032
0.030 9.0012 9.0006 9.0025 3.2531 3.2470 3.2687
0.040 9.1641 9.1628 9.1651 5.1218 5.1078 5.1340
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Figure 20. From left to right: three-dimensional reconstruction of the dumbbell shape, detail of the
phase field density, superposition of the zero phase field level set with the sharp interface solution, and
cross section illustrating that phase field solutions are smooth and do not present oscillations (variation
diminishing property).
The 3D visualization of the dumbbell solution is depicted in Figure 20(a). The phase field obtained
with an adapted grid of 6124 points with the SME approximants (˛ D 2) for 
 D 0.01 is also shown
(b), as well as the superposition of the zero phase field level set and the sharp interface solution
(c). This plot visualizes the ability of the phase field approach to mimic the sharp interface solu-
tion. Again, the accuracy, measured in the energy, for this adapted 6000 solution is not worse than
that obtained with the uniform 300,000 node grid. Cross sections of the phase field solutions along
the dashed cutline indicated in (c) for several values of 
 (d) illustrate that the smooth phase field
solutions do not present oscillations in the vicinity of the sharp transition and converge to the step
function of the sharp interface solution. This last observation is a consequence of the variation
diminishing property of the max-ent approximants, as has also been noticed in the isogeometric
analysis of the Cahn–Hilliard equation [57].
5. CONCLUSIONS
A new method to construct second-order convex maximum entropy approximants, which overcomes
the limitation of the approach presented in [6] for unstructured node sets, has been proposed. A
close examination of the feasibility of the nonnegativity, the partition of unity, and the linear and
quadratic consistency conditions allows us to design appropriate constraints for the entropy maxi-
mization program defining the basis functions. The nonnegativity demanded to the basis functions
endows the approximants with the mathematical structure of convex geometry, leads to a probabilis-
tic interpretation, and has as direct consequences a number of attractive features from a practical
viewpoint: variation diminishing properties, smoother and easier to integrate basis functions, and a
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weak Kronecker-delta property at the boundary of the convex hull of the node set. From the present
and previous works, it also becomes clear that the nonnegativity requirement introduces a strong
rigidity in the design of feasible constraints (consistency conditions). Further mathematical under-
standing of the feasibility conditions may lead to simpler methods to impose quadratic and higher
order consistency conditions on max-ent convex approximants.
The meshfree approximants described here exhibit high smoothness and nonnegativity, claimed to
be key features for the accuracy of isogeometric analysis, and can treat in a straightforward manner
local refinement. The adaptive capabilities of the meshfree approximants allow us to resolve the thin
layers of a phase field model for biomembranes with a 50-fold reduction in the complexity of the
model as compared with uniform grids for a given accuracy. Local refinement in isogeometric analy-
sis has been addressed to some degree in 2D [59] but remains an open issue in 3D. In fact, one of the
motivations of the present work are the remarkable approximation properties reported for smooth,
nonnegative basis functions in a number of applications, including previous works on maximum
entropy approximants and the vast literature on isogeometric analysis. In the context of isogeometric
analysis, it has been suggested that the current paradigm of improving accuracy by order elevation
may not be the most appropriate for smooth approximants, and mathematical estimates of B-spline
approximations highlight the importance of smoothness [60]. The results presented here point in the
same direction, in the sense that despite higher convergence rates are observed for the second-order
maximum entropy, first-order approximants with relatively large supports (0.6 6  6 1) exhibit
comparable (high) accuracy for the practically reasonable grids. This can be explained by an excel-
lent pre-asymptotic behavior of the linear max-ent approximants and a very small multiplicative
constant in the asymptotic regime. In all the applications we have considered, the simplicity of the
first-order max-ent approximants outweighs the marginal loss of accuracy as compared with the
second-order method. Surprisingly, this is also the case for fourth-order partial differential equa-
tions, such as Kirchhoff–Love shell theory and a phase field model for biomembranes, treated with
a direct Galerkin method. This numerical evidence suggests that further mathematical analysis of
the LME method is needed.
APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE NODAL GAPS UNDERLYING
B-SPLINE SCHEMES
B-spline approximants admit explicit expressions and are commonly defined through recursive
algorithms. It is therefore not necessary to consider the notion of nodal gaps introduced in
Section 3.1. Nevertheless, quadratic and higher degree B-splines do satisfy at least up to second-
order consistency conditions, and therefore, it is possible to identify the associated nodal gaps, as in
Equation (2). Identifying the nodal gaps underlying B-splines is instructive in defining appropriate
constraints for max-ent schemes.
Before moving to the nodal gaps, as even the notion of nodes is alien to B-spline theory, we
define the nodes xa such that x D PNaD1 Na.x/ xa where Na are the B-spline basis functions. The
nodes are thus the control points required to produce a B-spline mapping with uniform Jacobian. We
collect first the nodes for a one-dimensional domain of length L and B-splines of different degree p.
We introduce the quantity h D L=.N p/ to help distribute the N nodes in the domain. We denote
the length of the interval spanned by two consecutive nodes as La D xaC1  xa. Table A.1 shows
how to distribute the nodes in the interval. Note that L D PN1aD1 La. In Figure A.1, we illustrate the
location of the nodes on a one-dimensional domain of length L D 1 with N D 20 basis functions,
for B-splines of order p D 2, 3, 4, 5.
Now, moving back to the nodal gaps, one can easily check that x2 ¤ PNaD1 Na.x/ x2a , yet it is
possible to find other nodal weights Pa such that x2 D PNaD1 Na.x/ Pa. Then, the nodal gaps fol-
low as da D x2a Pa. Table A.2 shows the nodal gaps ¹daºaD1,:::,N needed to reproduce exactly x2
in a one-dimensional domain with N basis functions. For the calculation of B-spline basis functions,
we consider a uniform open knot vector of dimension n D N C p C 1.
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Table A.1. Length of the intervals between consecutive nodes La D xaC1  xa, a D
1, : : : , N 1, so that the B-splines of order p and N basis functions define a mapping with
uniform Jacobian.
Length of the interval
Interval p D 2 p D 3 p D 4 p D 5
L1 h=2 h=3 h=4 h=5
L2 h 2h=3 2h=4 2h=5
L3 h h 3h=4 3h=5
L4 h h h 4h=5
L5 to LN5 h h h h
LN4 h h h 4h=5
LN3 h h 3h=4 3h=5
LN2 h 2h=3 2h=4 2h=5
LN1 h=2 h=3 h=4 h=5
p = 2   
p = 3 
p = 4 
p = 5 
Figure A.1. Location of the nodes for a one-dimensional domain of length L D 1 with N D 20 B-spline
basis functions of orders p D 2, 3, 4, 5, so that the associated B-spline mapping has uniform Jacobian.
Table A.2. Nodal gaps da needed to reproduce exactly x2 with B-splines of order p in a
one-dimensional domain with N basis functions.
Nodal gaps
Control point p D 2 p D 3 p D 4 p D 5
x1 0 0 0 0
x2 h
2=4 h2=9 h2=16 h2=25
x3 h
2=4 h2=3 11h2=48 4h2=25
x4 h
2=4 h2=3 5h2=12 17h2=50
x5 to xN4 h2=4 h2=3 5h2=12 h2=2
xN3 h2=4 h2=3 5h2=12 17h2=50
xN2 h2=4 h2=3 11h2=48 4h2=25
xN1 h2=4 h2=9 h2=16 h2=25
xN 0 0 0 0
APPENDIX B: CONSISTENCY CONDITIONS FOR SECOND-ORDER
MAX-ENT APPROXIMANTS
Max-ent approximants are invariant with respect to rigid body transformations. However, a stable
computer implementation requires that the Lagrange multipliers be invariant as well. This in turn
depends on the adequate formulation of the consistency conditions. As the position of the nodes is
not involved in the definition of the zeroth-order consistency condition, it is simply written as
XN
aD1sa.x/ D 1.
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We center the first-order consistency condition by noting that
NX
aD1
sa.x/ xa D
NX
aD1
sa.x/„ ƒ‚ …
D1
x,
hence
NX
aD1
sa.x/ .xa  x/ D 0.
It is also possible to center the second-order consistency condition. From
.x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/ D x ˝ x  xa ˝ x  x ˝ xa C xa ˝ xa,
and subtracting the nodal gap da, we obtain
xa ˝ xa  da D .x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/  x ˝ x C xa ˝ x C x ˝ xa  da.
Then, when we use the zeroth-order and first-order consistency conditions, Equation (3) becomes
XN
aD1sa.x/ .x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/ D
XN
aD1sa.x/ da.
For notational convenience, we define Da.x, xa, da/ D .x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/  da, and thus
XN
aD1sa.x/ Da.x, xa, da/ D 0.
Following a similar procedure, Equation (4) can be rewritten as
XN
aD1sa.x/ .x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/ D G .x/. (B.1)
Although both Equations (3) and (B.1) are relaxed forms of Equation (1), they are not equivalent.
The former only requires prescribing the nodal values da and can be understood as a relaxation by
enlarging the convex hull, whereas the latter requires defining a continuous function G .x/ defined
over the domain, which shifts the interpolant inside the convex hull. It can be appreciated that both
equations are coincident when the function is defined as G .x/ D PNaD1 sa.x/ da.
APPENDIX C: SPATIAL DERIVATIVES OF SECOND-ORDER MAXIMUM
ENTROPY APPROXIMANTS
We detail here the calculation of the first and second-order spatial derivatives for SME approxima-
tion schemes. We denote spatial gradients and Hessian matrices of scalar functions by r and H ,
respectively. The symbol @ represents partial differentiation, whereas for vector valued functions,
we denote by Dy.x/ the matrix of partial derivatives. The symbol  is used to denote that a function
is evaluated at the optimal Lagrange multipliers  and , which introduces explicit and implicit
dependences on x in all functions with . Note that what has been denoted by sa in the rest of
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the paper is denoted by sa in this appendix. No implied sum is assumed for repeated node indices.
Within the scope of this appendix, we define the following functions:
fa.x, , / D   .x  xa/   W Da,
sa.x, , / D expŒfa.x, , /PN
bD1 expŒfb.x, , /
D expŒfa.x, , /
Z.x, , /
,
where Da.x, xa, da/ D .x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/  da.
As shown in Section 3.3, the optimal Lagrange multipliers  and  minimize the dual function
g.x, , / D ln Z.x, , /, that is,
¹, º D arg min
2Rd ,2Rdd
¹ln Z.x, , /º. (C.1)
Herein, the dependence on the variables x, , and  will be omitted to simplify the notation.
Derivatives of the dual function
We solve the nonlinear problem in Equation (C.1) with the Newton–Raphson method, which
requires the calculation of the gradient and the Hessian of g with respect to the Lagrange multipli-
ers. As  is a symmetric second-order tensor, we turn to Voigt notation to facilitate the calculation
of the derivatives and convert this tensor into a vector Q (see Table C.1 for the procedure). In this
way, the gradient r 2Rd2 .dC3/ and the Hessian J 2Rd2 .dC3/ d2 .dC3/ are computed as
r D

g
g Q

and J D J T D

g g Q
g Q g Q Q

.
The derivatives g 2Rd and g 2Rdd are simply
g D
NX
aD1
sa .x  xa/,
and
g D
NX
aD1
sa .x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/  g ˝ g.
After transforming the multiplier  2 Rdd into the vector Q 2 Rd2 .dC1/, the derivative
g Q 2Rd2 .dC1/ can be written as
g Q D 
NX
aD1
sa QDa,
where QDa is simply the symmetric tensor Da written in Voigt notation.
Table C.1. Voigt notation to write a symmetric tensor aij as a
vector Qak .
Tensor Dimension Index d D 2 d D 3
aij R
dd i 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1
j 1 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 2
Qak R
d
2 .dC1/ k 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Similarly, the derivative g Q Q 2Rd2 .dC1/ d2 .dC1/ can be written as
g Q Q D
NX
aD1
sa QDa ˝ QDa  g Q ˝ g Q,
whereas the cross derivative g Q 2Rd2 .dC1/d is
g Q D 
NX
aD1
sa QDa ˝ .x  xa/  g Q ˝ g,
and g Q D gT Q.
Gradient of the basis functions
It is readily checked that the first-order spatial derivatives of the basis functions can be written as
rsa D sa

rf a 
XN
bD1s

brf b

.
By the chain rule, we have
rf a D .@xfa/ C D .@fa/ C D Q

@ Qfa

, (C.2)
where
.@xfa/
 D   2.x  xa/, .@fa/ D .x  xa/ and

@ Qfa
 D  QDa.
The terms D 2 Rdd and D Q 2 Rd d2 .dC1/ are not explicitly available but because r is
identically zero, we also have Dr D
h
Dg

DgQ
i
D 0, hence
Dg D gx C Dg C D QgQ D 0 2Rdd ,
DgQ D gQx C Dg Q C D QgQ Q D 0 2Rd
d
2 .dC1/,
which can be rewritten as
0 D
h
gx g

x Q
i
C D D Q
"
g

g
 Q
gQ g

Q Q
#
.
Let us define
rx D
h
gx g

x Q
i
2Rd d2 .dC3/,
where
gx D .@x@g/ D 2
XN
aD1s

a .x  xa/ ˝ .x  xa/ C Id D 2g C Id 2Rdd ,
and
gx Q D

@x@ Qg
 D 2XN
aD1s

a .x  xa/ ˝ QDa D 2gQ 2Rd
d
2 .dC1/
.
We then have 
D D Q D rx J 1 . (C.3)
With this expression, we can write the Equation (C.2) compactly as
rf a D   2.x  xa/  rx J 
1

x  xa
 QDa,

,
which finally allows us to compute the gradient of the basis functions as
rsa D sa
²
2.x  xa/ C rx J 
1

x  xa
 QDa
³
.
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Hessian of the basis functions
The second-order spatial derivatives of the basis functions can be written as
Hsa D
1
sa
rsa ˝ rsa C sa Hf a  sa
XN
bD1
1
s
b
rsb ˝ rsb  sa
XN
bD1s

b Hf

b . (C.4)
We only need to compute Hf a because all the other terms are available from the calculation of the
gradient. After taking some partial derivatives, we arrive at
Hf a D  2 C D C .D/T C

@x@ Qfa
 
D QT C D Q @ Q@xfa
C
Xd
2 .dC1/
kD1

D2x Qk
 
@ Qkfa
 C Xd
kD1

D2xk
 
@kfa

,
where d represents the spatial dimensio, and the subindex k refers to the kth component of the
Lagrange multiplier vector. Introducing the previous expression into Equation (C.4), we obtain
Hsa D
1
sa
rsa ˝ rsa  sa
XN
bD1
1
s
b
rsb ˝ rsb C sa

@x@ Qfa
 
D QT
C sa D Q

@x@ Qfa
T  saXd2 .dC1/kD1 QDak D2x Qk C saXdkD1.xk  xak / D2xk ,
where

@x@ Qfa
 2 Rd d2 .dC1/, D2x Q 2 Rdd d2 .dC1/ and D2x 2 Rddd are unknowns
and D Q can be computed through the Equation (C.3). It is important to remark that 1
sa
rsa has to
be calculated as 1
sa
rsa D 
²
2.x  xa/ C rx J 
1

x  xa
 QDa
³
to avoid error amplification
when sa tends to zero.
The term

@x@ Qfa
 takes the form @x@ Qfa D 2.x xa/ when d D 1. In the case of d D 2,
the expression is given by

@x@ Qfa
 D 2  x1  xa1 0 x2  xa2
0 x
2
 xa2 x1  xa1

,
whereas for d D 3 is computed as

@x@ Qfa
 D 2
2
4 x1  xa1 0 0 0 x3  xa3 x2  xa20 x
2
 xa2 0 x3  xa3 0 x1  xa1
0 0 x
3
 xa3 x2  xa2 x1  xa1 0
3
5
.
To compute the third-order tensors

D2x

and

D2x Q

, we turn to the fact that D2xr D 0, from
which is straightforward that D2xg D 0 and D2xgQ D 0. By considering separately the deriva-
tives of these tensors with respect to each component of the Lagrange multipliers, we have that the
i D 1, : : : , d derivatives stemming from  are given by
D2xg

i
D @x@xgi  C @x@gi  .D/T C D @x@gi T
C @x@ Qgi  D QT C D Q @x@ Qgi T
C D @@ Qgi  D QT C D Q @@ Qgi T .D/T
C D @@gi  .D/T C D Q @ Q@ Qgi  D QT
C
Xd
kD1g

i k

D2xk
 C Xd2 .dC1/
kD1 g

i Qk

D2x Qk
 D 0,
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whereas the j D 1, : : : , d
2
.d C 1/ derivatives associated to Q can be computed as
D2xg

Qj D

@x@xg Qj
	 C @x@g Qj 	 .D/T C D @x@g Qj 	T
C

@x@ Qg Qj
	 
D QT C D Q @x@ Qg Qj 	T
C D

@ Q@g Qj
	T 
D QT C D Q @ Q@g Qj 	 .D/T
C D

@@g Qj
	
.D/T C D Q

@ Q@ Qg Qj
	 
D QT
C
Xd
kD1g

Qj k

D2xk
 C Xd2 .dC1/
kD1 g

Qj Qk

D2x Qk
 D 0.
As all the derivatives of the function g can be explicitly calculated, former expression generates
ddd equations with
h
d C d
2
.d C 1/
i
dd unknowns, which correspond to the components of
the tensors

D2x

and

D2x Q

. On the other hand, the latter expression produces d
2
.dC1/dd
equations whose unknowns are also the components of those third-order tensors. Thus, it is possi-
ble to construct an algebraic system of
h
d C d
2
.d C 1/
i
 d  d linear independent equations to
determine all the unknowns.
The expressions for the derivatives g

, g
 Q, g

Q, g

Q Q are indicated in Subsection C, whereas
D and D Q can be computed through the Equation (C.3). The remaining derivatives are
calculated by applying the following expressions:

@x@xgi
 D 4XN
bD1s

b

x
i
 xbi

Œ.x  xb/ ˝ Œ.x  xb/,
@x@gi
 D  2XN
bD1s

b

x
i
 xbi

.x  xb/ ˝ .x  xb/,
@x@ Qgi
 D 2XN
bD1s

b

x
i
 xbi

.x  xb/ ˝ QDb C
XN
bD1s

b

x
i
 xbi
 
@x@ Qfb

,
@@ Qgi
 D  XN
bD1s

b

x
i
 xbi

.x  xb/ ˝ QDb ,
@@gi
 D XN
bD1s

b

x
i
 xbi

.x  xb/ ˝ .x  xb/,
@ Q@ Qgi
 D XN
bD1s

b

x
i
 xbi
 QDb ˝ QDb ,
@x@xg Qj
	 D  2XN
bD1s

b
h
2 QDbj .x  xb/ C

@x@ Qj fb
	i ˝ Œ.x  xb/
 2
XN
bD1s

b .x  xb/ ˝

@x@ Qj fb
	  2N j ,
@x@g Qj
	 D XN
bD1s

b
h
2 QDbj .x  xb/ C

@x@ Qj fb
	i ˝ .x  xb/,
@x@ Qg Qj
	 D  XN
bD1s

b
h
2 QDbj .x  xb/C

@x@ Qj fb
	i˝ QDb XN
bD1s

b
QDbj

@x@ Qfb

,
@ Q@g Qj
	 D XN
bD1s

b
QDbj QDb ˝ .x  xb/,
@@g Qj
	 D  XN
bD1s

b
QDbj .x  xb/ ˝ .x  xb/,
@ Q@ Qg Qj
	 D  XN
bD1s

b
QDbj QDb ˝ QDb ,
and N j is a d d symmetric matrix whose component ŒN j mn D ıjk , where the subindex k stems
from the Voight Notation of the subindex mn (see Table C.1). For instance, when d D 2 the set of
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matrices N j is
¹N j ºjD1,2,3 D ¹N 1, N 2, N 3º D
²
1 0
0 0

,

0 0
0 1

,

0 1
1 0
³
.
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